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www.gotripnetwork.com  

 
June 12, 2023 

 
Dear Sir or Madam, 
 
I want to thank you for taking the time to review this Offering Memorandum for Go Trip Network, Inc.    
 
I have personally spent the last two years building the Go Trip Network Travel Platform and believe that we 
have created a next generation platform and online community that could change the way that people think 
about travel. In addition to the platform that accommodates DIY planning for every city on the planet our 
destination-based concierge service is expected to raise the bar for customer service and travel 
experiences…particularly if assistance is needed by one of our clients while on their trip. 
 
In addition to being an innovative company, I think we have created an investment that will excite the up to 
100 investors because of the factors including but not limited to: 
  

 Planned monthly dividend potentially providing cash flow (see DIVIDENDS), 
 Annual Meetings at travel locations that we partner with,  
 Dedicated booking agents for our Investors, as well as booking fee waivers for travel, 
 Board Of Directors position. 

 
Dividends are not guaranteed as they are based on revenue and profits. However, based on our estimated 
financials we have budgeted commissions for both 2023 and 2024. Additional details about dividends are in 
the Memorandum, and a Board of Directors, once established, is expected to oversee them. 
 
The Do It Yourself (DIY) Travel Tech platform and online community offers a service that we believe is 
not available in its entirety anywhere else.  In addition to our proprietary trip planner that allows you to plan, 
capture and reference every facet of your trip in chronological order, Go Trip Network has many functions 
that our members and users are expected to fall in love with (some already have). 
 
Likewise, our concierge style travel planning could catapult Go Trip Network to the forefront of travel 
experience companies and has the potential to significantly impact revenue and margins.  We intend to 
provide experiences that make travel planning and getting to your destination much less cumbersome and 
give travelers the peace of mind that will allow them to enjoy their trips like no other travel company does. 
 
The coolest part of our company is that though the software and technology will continue to evolve the initial 
platform is already live.  Unlike many tech investments, I wanted to ensure that our investors did not have 
to wait for an extended period of development before the company could start earning revenue.  In addition, 
since its already coded Go Trip Network is scalable! We have designed our cost structure to grow and 
contract with sales volumes, and though there are a few fixed costs (rent, depreciation, etc.) the company 
has a flexible cost structure.  In addition, I have opted to not receive a salary, and have based my personal 
compensation on a 100% commission scale tied to revenue. 
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So, if the platform is live, why are we conducting this offering?  Go Trip Network does have the option of 
growing organically, but this offering is expected to allow us to immediately market the platform and our 
revolutionary services, gives us funding to open the first travel planning office, and ensures that cash flow 
remains positive as we launch our key initiatives….  Likewise, the organic path could take 2-4 years to get 
Go Trip Network to the same point that this offering is expected to propel the company.  We went with a 
minimum investment of $10,000 to attract Investors of all sizes and types. 
 
From a valuation perspective, Go Trip Network has earned some revenue, but Investors must think of this 
company as a startup.  To date, approximately 4,000 hours of development was utilized to code and launch 
the platform along with an approximate $250,000 of additional costs.   Prior to incorporation, Tansect 
(expected to own 50% of shares upon completion of this offering) has absorbed all labor and startup 
costs/debt.   As of the date of this offering document, Go Trip Network only has $3,112 in debt ($400 
marketing/logo development, $2,712 in offering costs).  Except for the additional estimated $8,000-$11,000 
associated with this offering Go Trip Network intends to apply the proceeds from these shares to growth 
related activities or retain the funds for unforeseen expenses or operating capital (see, USE OF PROCEEDS). 
 
Go Trip Network is a startup, and all startups have a unique risk associated with them…so I cannot make 
any guarantees.   What I can say is that I have taken my experiences and high customer service expectations 
and designed Go Trip Network to be scalable, innovative and a company that could realistically revolutionize 
customer experiences within the travel industry.   
 
Thank you again for taking the time to review this Offering Document.  If you are an Accredited Investor, I 
look forward to having you on the Investor team and please do not hesitate to contact me with any questions, 
concerns, or for additional information. 
 
Sincerely,  
 

Michael Heisman 
 
Michael Heisman, 
Founder & CEO 
Go Trip Network, Inc. 
www.gotripnetwork.com 
invest@gotripnetwork.com  
678-517-7597 
  


